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R U S S E L L  G R O U P

Universities challenged
FREEDOM of information requests have 

uncovered major scandals in the UK’s top 
universities this year, including cheating by 
students and misconduct by researchers, not 
to mention whopping pay rises for fat cat vice-
chancellors. But more than a year after 24 
leading universities told the government they 
should be exempt from the “unnecessary” 
costs of the Freedom of Information Act, they 
still have no clue how much they actually 
spend answering such requests.

In November 2015 the Russell Group, 
whose members receive 75 percent (£4.5bn) of 
all research funds awarded to UK universities, 
submitted a joint response to the government’s 
independent commission on freedom of 
information.

The letter, from acting director Dr Tim 
Bradshaw, bemoaned the unfair practice of 
holding publicly-funded bodies, er, publicly 
accountable, complaining that this caused a 
“market imbalance” towards private alternative 
providers. “Universities are not public bodies,” 
Bradshaw argued, adding: “The BIS Green 
Paper notes that universities and other publicly-
supported higher education providers are 
increasingly supported by private financing”, 
alongside government-subsidised and regulated 
student grants and loans.

He said Russell Group members spent 
£1.1m answering FOI requests in 2014, more 
than double the cost in 2010 (£514,000). This, 
he claimed, was based on an average cost of 
£155 per request.

Figures disclosed to Private Eye under 
freedom of information requests, reveal that 
45,113 requests for information were received 
by Russell Group members between 2010 and 
2016, but not one university held any data 
relating to costs. 

So, if a university “does not hold” (Glasgow, 
King’s College London, Warwick), “does not 
collect” (Sheffield), “does not keep” (Imperial), 
“does not record” (Birmingham), does “not 
have a budgetary code” (Leeds) or “maintain 

a comprehensive log” (Edinburgh) of the cost 
information, how on earth could Bradshaw tell 
the government “this burden will soon breach 
£1.25m for Russell Group universities alone”?

Of the universities contacted by the Eye, the 
University of Southampton refused to release 
any information on the grounds that calculating 
the number and cost of requests received by 
the university was too expensive, while the 
University of Glasgow said it “is not aware of 
any public authority that could respond to your 
request.”

Overall, the 24 Russell Group universities 
received twice as many FOI requests in 2015 
(8,402) as in 2010 (3,665). A spokesperson said: 
“Our members support freedom of information 
and meet their obligations in this area. As your 
figures confirm, the number of FOI requests 
that our universities receive has more than 
doubled since 2010. It is in the interests of those 
making requests and those receiving them that 
the system is fair and proportionate.”

The £155 figure, said the spokesperson, 
was based on separate research from education 
company JISC. However, the study used a sample 
of 126 requests from five universities, only three 
of them Russell Group members and estimated 
the average cost per request at £144.93.

The FOI commission’s March 2016 report 
slapped down Bradshaw’s letter and similar 
whining from Universities UK, having found 
“no convincing evidence” for removing 
universities from the scope of the act.

Stories published this year that would not 
have been possible without the Freedom of 
Information Act include: 20,000 students buying 
professionally-written essays and dissertations 
online; vice-chancellors’ average salary reaching 
£277,834 – over six times their staff’s average 
pay; details of almost 300 sexual harassment 
complaints made against staff at 120 universities 
between the 2011 and 2017; and more than 300 
allegations of research misconduct at 23 of the 
24 Russell Group universities from 2011 to 
2016, which led to 32 spiked research papers.

Rook’s 
second look
MORE failure by the army and Surrey 

police looks set to be exposed now 
that Old Bailey judge Peter Rook QC has 
been appointed to head a fresh inquest into 
the death of Sean Benton, one of the young 
recruits who died of gunshot wounds at 
Deepcut army barracks.

The first, and at 20 the oldest, of the four 
who died between 1995 and 2002 at the Surrey 
barracks, Sean was found with five bullet 
wounds to his chest. Last October, a high court 
judge said there was material which “cast some 
doubt” on the suicide verdict recorded at the 
first, cursory inquest in June 1995, and further 
evidence had emerged shedding new light on 
the “care” afforded to Benton by the army.

The inquest follows that last year into the 

death of 18-year-old Cheryl James, the second 
recruit to die, which has already exposed 
Deepcut’s then highly toxic, sexualised and 
unsafe regime. As it is likely to focus on 
the culture of bullying and abuse by non-
commissioned officers (NCOs) and fellow 
soldiers, it looks set to pile further shame on 
the army, which has already admitted and 
apologised for many failures in its duty of care 
to young recruits at the base. 

Meanwhile, the parents of Geoff Gray, at 
17 the youngest of the four who died, have also 
now submitted their application to the attorney-
general for a fresh inquest into his death – after 
finally gaining access to 16,000 pages of 
documents from Surrey police. The teenager 
was found with two gunshot wounds to the 
forehead, one above each eye, in the early 
hours of 17 September 2001. An army board of 
inquiry subsequently heard some extraordinary 
allegations of murder against a named soldier.

Geoff Gray’s case, like that of Cheryl James, 
will again cast a critical light on Surrey police’s 
abject failure to investigate the deaths at the time. 
No prints were taken to see whose fingerprints 
were on the weapon found at the scene; no bullets 
were recovered to verify if indeed that weapon 
was the one that fired them; and a failure to secure 
the weapons log – which would have shown 
which soldier was allocated which gun – allowed 
it to be removed from the armoury and shredded. 

Many years after the recruits’ deaths, the 
Deepcut saga looks set to run and run.

D E E P C U T  I N Q U E S T

O V E R S E A S  T E R R I T O R I E S

Haven 
help us?
AN important but overlooked question 

post-Brexit is how far will the government 
allow Britain and her overseas territories, 
including the precious Rock of Gibraltar, to 
become the world’s tax havens.

Without the mother country to protect them in 
the European forums that make rules governing 
money laundering and disclosure of information, 
places like the British Virgin Islands and the 
Caymans, not to mention the Channel Islands, 
will face far harsher conditions.

In February, for example, the European 
parliament voted to require disclosure of 
beneficial ownership of trusts, wherever they 
are located, when used by Europeans. The main 
resistance to such measures becoming law has 
always been from the UK, which from 2019 will 
have no more say in the matter.

Equally, Britain’s indulgence of its overseas 
territories’ secret corporate registries – which 
allow anonymous shell companies to launder 
money and evade taxes – will count for far less 
against inevitable future attacks from Brussels. 
Then there is the prospect of European sanctions 
against regimes with low or no corporation and 
income taxes.

The dilemma for Theresa May’s government 
will be how to respond. The crown dependencies’ 
and overseas territories’ economies are already 
fragile, so the answer will be direct economic 
support or allowing further relaxation of 
standards to facilitate the tax havens’ business 
outside the EU, especially as a staging post for 
investment into Britain. Last week’s Brexit white 
paper promised to “strengthen the bonds between 
us [the UK and overseas territories]…” When it 
comes to Gibraltar – which will be a particular 
headache even if it avoids becoming a full-on war 
zone – the UK government is already considering 
how to “broaden economic cooperation and 
increase market access”, admitted junior Brexit 
minister Robin Walker to a Lords committee 
looking at the Rock’s bleak future.

It is hard to square more business for tax havens 
with the tougher regulatory standards the UK 
government promised before the EU referendum: 
lower, weaker regulation is a tax haven’s raison 
d’être. So it is no surprise the business department 
is not doing anything about a pre-referendum 
promise to make offshore companies that own 
UK property disclose their true ownership, or that 
a year after the Panama Papers, the government 
refuses to force overseas territories to publish 
registers of corporate ownership. 

Regulators seem to be catching the mood, 
too. Last month the Financial Conduct Authority 
published plans to implement an EU directive 
covering “politically exposed persons”. As 
the last Eye revealed, thousands of “PEPs” – 
politicians, public officials or those close to 
them – have invested dubious funds in the UK 
property market. But the regulators’ plans are 
at the less draconian end of the options open to 
them. While spouses and children will fall into the 
category requiring enhanced money laundering 
checks, siblings and close associates will not 
– unless the latter are known to own assets on 
behalf of the official. But with tax havens still 
allowed to keep their corporate registries closed, 
these connections will rarely be seen. “A known 
close associate of a PEP is not a PEP themselves 
purely as a consequence of being associated 
with a PEP,” says the FCA helpfully. (Nor will 
Britain’s incorruptible politicians be considered 
PEPs – making it increasingly hard to lecture 
other countries on the subject). A new British 
tax haven empire may well be one of the more 
serious consequences of Brexit.
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